RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD – GUWAHATI
STATION ROAD; GUWAHATI-781001
Website – http://rrbguwahati.gov.in

Phone No. (0361) 2540815

DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR JE & SSE CANDIDATES

RECTIFIED PROVISIONAL RESULT OF ONLINE EXAMINATION OF JE & SSE AGAINST CEN NO. 01/2015
On the basis of the performance in the Online Examination held on 26/08/2015 to 04/09/2015 the
following candidates have been provisionally found eligible to be called for Document Verification (D.V.). It may be
noted that this result is provisional and subject to fulfilling of all eligibility conditions laid down in the Centralized
Employment Notice No. 01/2015. Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order (last six digits) and not in the order
of merit. While every care has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any
inadvertent error or typographical mistake.
At the time of Document Verification, candidates should produce all original certificates and
Documents issued by the competent authority for verification of date of birth, educational qualification, mark sheets
(Matriculation/Diploma/Degree issued by the Board/Council/University/Institute), caste certificate and non-creamy
layer certificate in case of OBC candidates have claimed any relaxation. In case original certificates/mark-sheets have
not been received from respective Board/Council/University/Institute, then provisional pass certificate and mark
sheets issued by the respective Board/Council/University/Institute should be produced. SC/ST candidates must bring
Caste/Tribe certificate as prescribed in Annexure-3 of the Centralized Employment Notice (CEN-01/2015) signed by
Competent Authority, OBC candidate should bring up-to-date OBC certificate with Non-Creamy layer status as
prescribed in Annexure-4 of the CEN, NOC and other relevant testimonials. Please note that OBC candidates have to
submit latest community certificate with non-creamy layer certification which is not more than one year old as on the
date of document verification.
Minority community declaration affidavit in the prescribed format as per Annexure-8 of CEN No.
01/2015 on non-judicial stamp paper that he/she belongs to the minority community having claimed exam fee
exemption. If the affidavit is not produced during the document verification, the candidature will be rejected as per
para-4.01 and 5 B(VIII) of CEN-01/2015.
During DV, the candidates will have to produce Income certificate in the prescribed format as per
Annexure-7 of CEN No.01/2015 having claimed exam fee exemption. If the income certificate is not produced during
the DV, the candidature will be rejected as per para-4.01 and 5 B(v) of CEN-01/2015.
During DV, the candidates will have to produce their original certificates. No additional time will be
given and the candidature of the candidates not producing their original certificates on the date of DV is liable to be
forfeited as per Para 5(B) Note-1. However OBC/SC/ST candidates, who fail to produce the original certificate strictly
according to CEN-01/2015 and feature in the UR merit list, will be accepted as UR candidates only.
Candidates must ensure that their name, date of birth, father’s name and other particulars in their
original certificates must match with entries made in their application form. In case of variation in name/father’s
name/initial etc, then gazette notification or any other legal document as applicable, stating that the name as filled in
application and that appearing in the certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of verification.
Candidates may please note that if they fail to produce the original certificates in support of date of
birth/qualification/Caste/community in prescribed format/proof of Ex-Serviceman/proof of PWD/Minority
Declaration/Income Certificate/NOC on the day of document verification, the candidature is liable to be forfeited
without any further notice.
Call letters are being uploaded in the official website of RRB, Guwahati, i.e.
http://rrbguwahati.gov.in. DV will be conducted in the RRB, Guwahati, Panbazar, Station Road, Guwahati-781001.
Link for downloading admit card will be available on the website of RRB, Guwahati from 14/03/2016. Admit cards for
document verification will have to be printed in colour laser printer compulsorily. All candidates may be required to
stay for 1/2 more days and they must come prepared for it.
All OBC, SC and ST candidates called against OBC, SC and ST quota vacancies, who do not feature in
the General (UR) list, should note that their candidature is provisional and they will be considered for provisional
empanelment only after OBC,SC and ST candidates who are in the General (UR) 30 % extra list and having higher
merit position than OBC,SC and ST quota vacancies. Thereafter, OBC, SC and ST quota and their 30% extra
candidates will be considered. Therefore, all candidates provisionally called for DV against OBC, SC and ST quota
vacancies may or may not be provisionally empanelled.

Note: (I) Call letter for Document Verification does not give any guarantee for employment in Railways. If it is
found later at any stage that any candidate does not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, candidature will be
cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained. (II) All instructions given in the CEN-01/2015
must be complied.
The list given below includes provisional General (UR), OBC, SC, ST and 30% Extra candidates
JE

Date of DV: 27.03.2016 Reporting Time 08.00 Hrs.

20010591200046

20010601100119

20011480100030

20010611100015

20010521100016

20010531000073

20010590500026

20010261000021

20010281000033

20011690200034

20010541000044

20017791500049

20010701000047

20010671000035

20010551000069

20010551000033

20010531100021

20010091000030

20011600400103

20017380200080

20010551000068

20010560100062

20010691000042

20010631000047

20010560200058

20010621100036

20010531100053

20010570400010

20010680700017

20010691000012

20010751100010

20010491100099

20014870900376

20010591500051

20010590300086

20010591000072

20010601100068

20017410300125

20010590300034

20010561100072

20010691100004

20010711000008

SSE

Total = 42 Candidates

Date of DV: 27.03.2016

Reporting Time: 13:00 Hrs.

20023991700354

20020592100029

20020352400140

20020532100070

20020581600027

20020531900098

20023962000403

20023962100138

20020561700029

20020592000072

20023992200465

20027201800170

20027131900056

20023991800432

20020592300032

20023992100462

20023962200347

20027621800052

20020531900064

20023962400370

20023991600323

20027841600098

20021601900282

20023201800059

20020531800038

20023991700456

20023992300457

20020592000010

20023961900373

20023991700346

20020422000128

20023962000432

20023992200333

20020572300038

20020562200028

20021602200285

20023962300411

20020532200034

20021601700457

20020021800076

20021751600088

20021612200680

20023472300191

20021612300523

20020311600091

20020561700065

20023992300468

20023962100426

20023921800344

20023271700048

Total = 50 Candidates

SSE

Date of DV: 28.03.2016 Reporting Time 08:00 Hrs.

20023961900399

20020531900062

20021461700098

20020532100052

20023992400346

20020551700014

20023912100092

20023992100434

20020581600225

20020582400092

20023892400145

20020592400014

20020582200249

20020582100057

20020561900025

20020591600055

20020582400041

20020591800005

20020571600038

20023992000440

20021601700121

20020532400049

20020662200001

20020531600021

20020571900012

20027052000059

20020561700019

20020582300059

20020591900027

20020581800182

20020382400139

20020061700159

20020581600194

20020581800091

20023961900423

20020582400288

20023962400419

20020531700076

20023942400151

20020582400123

20023991800332

20027231800025

20020581900018

20020532100029

20020581900083

20023992300475

20023932100145

th

Date: 11 March 2016
Guwahati

Total = 47 Candidates
Chairman,
RRB, Guwahati

